GOVERNMENTS seek to share knowledge and experience in designing your own digital learning solution

GET INVOLVED
Current challenges for public administrators in rural areas

Given the current challenges of an aging workforce and shorter innovation cycles, public administrations – especially in rural areas – face numerous difficulties:

- Many new regulations on different administrative levels to cope with
- Despite concurrent information overload, a need to effectively select relevant information and retrieve data
- Ever more tasks are distributed among ever fewer employees
- Cost intensive and time consuming staff training

Mastering these challenges with EAGLE

EAGLE provides a comprehensive, web-based learning solution for staff in public administrations. The new digital learning solution offers:

- Simple access to relevant information for effective and efficient handling of administrative processes
- Profitable and cost effective deployment due to open source technology and open access content, namely Open Educational Resources (OER)
- Knowledge exchange and experience sharing between employees of different municipalities towards cooperative knowledge development
- Implementation of OERs demand-oriented on the daily workflow, based on “process maps”
- Documentation and comprehensive case-based decisions with the help of “argument maps”
Whom is EAGLE for?

EAGLE is targeted at local governments with less than 5,000 inhabitants in rural areas.

How to participate?

- Feedback from first test users in public administrations — Interested? get in touch with us!
- User-evaluation of the digital learning solution
- Further development of the digital learning solution
- Suggestions by users from local public administrations
- Further evaluation by users until the end of 2016

How can EAGLE help your government to fly?

- Exchange with specialists for didactics and information technology, directly and free of charge
- Implementation of modern and cost-effective training concepts
- Testing of the digital learning solution from the viewpoint of its practical suitability
- Early adoption of the digital learning solution
- Seamless transition from the testing phase to operational phase
- Tools to support and accompany change management processes in organisations
- Adopting innovative technology will enhance your public image

MUNICIPALITIES ARE INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
EAGLE (EnhAnced Government LEarning) is an EU-funded project with the aim of creating a comprehensive digital learning solution for public administrations and local governments in rural areas. EAGLE uses open software and open educational resources.

EAGLE takes into consideration different administrative cultures as well as a variety of learning, motivation and didactic concepts from the outset. Personal and interactive exchange of employees is a primary focus for the entire project.

WHAT IS EAGLE?

INTERESTED?

Prof Sabine Moebes
Scientific Coordinator EAGLE
Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg
Email: moebs@dhw-heidenheim.de
Telephone: +49 (0) 7321 2722 294
For general inquiries

Dr Dónal Fitzpatrick
Coordinator EAGLE Ireland
Dublin City University
Email: dfitzpat@computing.dcu.ie
Telephone: +49 (0) 30 3463 7219
For inquiries in Ireland

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU

@eaglelearning #eagle_open
www.eagle-learning.eu
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